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Abstract. In this paper, authors introduced the notion of a super standard element of a 
lattice. They have given several characterizations of this element. For a fixed elementn , 
a convex sublattice of L  containing n  is called an n -ideal. n -ideal generated by a 
single element a  is called a principle n -ideal, denoted by .na ><  The set of all 

principal n -ideals is denoted by ).(LPn  They proved that when n  is super standard, 

)(LPn  is a meet semi lattice. A meet semi lattice together with the property that any two 

elements possessing a common upper bound have a supremum is called a near lattice. 
Then the authors have introduced the concept of another type of element, known as 
nearly neutral element. They proved when n  is nearly neutral, then )(LPn  is a near 

lattice, but not necessarily a lattice. Moreover, when n  is nearly neutral and 
complemented in any interval containing it, then )(LPn  is a lattice. They preferred to call 

it as a nearly central element. At the end they have included a characterization of super 
standard elements.    

Keywords: Standard element, Super standard element, Neutral element, Nearly neutral 
element, Nearly central element. 
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1. Introduction  
The n -ideal of a lattice have been studied by many authors including [1,2,3,4,5]. Let n  
be an element of a lattice L . An n -ideal of L  is a convex sublattice of L  containing n . 
It is well known that this concept is a generalization of both ideals and filters of a lattice. 
 
For two n -ideals I  and J , JIJI ∩=∧  and 2211:{ jixjiLxJI ∨≤≤∧∈=∨    

}.,,, 2121 JjjIiisomefor ∈∈  The set of n -ideals in a lattice is denoted by ).(LI n  

An n -ideal generated by a finite numbers of elements maaa ,.....,, 21  is called a finitely 

generated n -ideal denoted by  .,.....,, 21 nmaaa ><  
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By [2], [3], 
}.........:{,...,, 212121 naaaxnaaaLxaaa mmnm ∨∨∨∨≤≤∧∧∧∧∈=><     

Thus every finitely generated n -deal is 2-genrated and it is an interval ].,[ ba  
 Moreover, it is well known,    
       ],[],[],[ dbcadcba ∧∨=∩  and 

       ],[],[],[ dbcadcba ∨∧=∪ . 

The set of all finitely generated n -ideals is again a lattice, denoted by ).(LFn  The n -

ideal generated by a single element is called a principal n -ideal. Set of all principal n -
ideals is denoted by ).(LPn  Of course  ],[ nanaa n ∨∧=>< . Thus  

],[],[ nbnbnanaba nn ∨∧∩∨∧=><∩><  

                          ]()(),()[( nbnanbna ∨∧∨∧∨∧=  and 

],[ nbanbaba nn ∨∨∧∧=><∨><  

 
In this paper we have studied the super standard elements of a lattice. Then we have 
given some characterizations of  )(LPn   when n  is a super standard element. 

       By [7, 8], an element s  is called a standard element in a lattice L  if for all Lyx ∈, , 

)()()( sxyxsyx ∧∨∧=∨∧ .  

In the pentagonal lattice L , 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      

Figure 1: 
element n  is standard but ba,  are not. 

2. Main results 
Recently we have characterized a standard element in the following way: 

Theorem 1. Let s  be an element of a lattice .L  Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

i) s  is standard 
ii)  For all ,,, Syxt ∈  ).()()]()[( sxtyxtsxyxt ∧∧∨∧∧=∧∨∧∧  

iii)  Proof: i)=>ii). Suppose s  is standard and .,, Lyxt ∈  
The 

)()()()()]([)]()[( sxtyxtsyxtsyxtsxyxt ∧∧∨∧∧=∨∧∧=∨∧∧=∧∨∧∧  
(ii)=>(i) Suppose (ii) holds. Let rsy =∨ . Then yyr =∧  and .ssr =∧   
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Thus, )]()[()( sryrxsyx ∧∨∧∧=∨∧   

                            )()( srxyrt ∧∧∨∧∧=  

                            )()( sxyx ∧∨∧=  and so s  is standard.   □     

An element d  of a lattice L  is called a distributive element if 
)()()( ydxdyxd ∨∧∨=∧∨  for all ., Lyx ∈  It is well known that every standard 

element is distributive, but the converse is not necessarily true. For example, in Figure-1, 
element b  is distributive but not standard. 
 By [9], an element m  of a lattice L  is called modular if for all Lyx ∈,  with ,xy ≤  

.)()( ymxymx ∨∧=∨∧                                                                                                            

In Figure 1, element a  is modular but b  is not. Of course every standard element is 
modular. 
 
Following result is due to [9]. 

Theorem 2. An element s  of a lattice L  which is both modular and distributive is 
standard.   

Super standard element: An element n of a lattice L  is called a super standard element 
if          

(i) n  is standard and 
(ii)  )()()]()()[(),,( nynxnynxyxnynxmn ∧∨∧=∨∨∧∨∧∧=∧   

 
In Figure 1, n  is not only standard but it is easy to verify that it is also super standard. 
But in Figure 2, n is standard but not super standard.  
 
 
                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Observe that ).()(1),,( nynxtnnynxmn ∧∨∧=>=∧=∧  
Now we include a characterization of super standard element. 

 

Figure 2: 
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 Theorem 3. An element n  of a lattice L  is super standard if and only if  
,,, Lyxt ∈∀  

))).()((()(),,( nynxtyxtynxmt ∧∨∧∧∨∧∧=∧  

Proof: Suppose n  is super standard in .L  Then n  is standard and 
)()(),,( nynxynxmn ∧∨∧=∧  for all ., Lyx ∈  Then  

))]()()[(),,( nynxyxtynxmt ∧∨∧∨∧∧=∧                 

                      = ))],,(()),,([( ynxmnyxynxmt ∧∨∧∧∧  

                      = )),,(()),,()(( nynxmtynxmyxt ∧∧∨∧∧∧  (by Theorem1) as n  is 
standard 
                      = ))).()((()( nynxtyxt ∧∨∧∧∨∧∧  

Conversely, let )))()((()(),,( nynxtyxtynxmt ∧∨∧∧∨∧∧=∧  for all  

Lyxt ∈∀ ,, . 

Then putting ,nt =  we have  

)))()((()(),,( nynxnyxnynxmn ∧∨∧∧∨∧∧=∧  

                      ))()()( nynxnyx ∧∨∧∨∧∧=  

                      ).()( nynx ∧∨∧=  

Moreover, )]()[( nxyxt ∧∨∧∧  

                  )]()())([( nyxnxyxxt ∧∧∨∧∨∧∧∧=  

                  ),,( yxnxmt ∧∧=  

                  )])()[(())(( nyxnxtyxxt ∧∧∨∧∧∨∧∧∧=  

                  ),()( nxtyxt ∧∧∨∧∧=  and so by Theorem-1, n  is standard. Thus, n  is 
super standard. □ 
 
Theorem 4. Let n be a standard element of a lattice .L  Then the following conditions 
are equivalent:                                                                                                                    
(i) n is a super standard element. 
(ii) nnn ynxmyx >=<><∩>< ),,(  for all ., Lyx ∈  

Proof:  (i)⇒ (ii). Suppose n is super standard.  
                                                                                                                        
 Now, 

[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]nynxnynxnynynxnxyx nn ∨∧∨∧∨∧=∨∧∩∨∧=><∩>< ,,,

                             ( ) ( )[ ]nyxnynxm ∨∧∧= ,,,   

                            ( ) ( )[ ] nynxmnynxmnynxm >=<∨∧= ),,(,,,,,  as n is super 

standard  and so distributive . 
Conversely, let nnn ynxmyx >=<><∩>< ),,(                                                                                                                      

Then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] =∨∧∨∧∨∧ nynxnynx , ( )[ ] .,,,),,( nynxmnynxm ∨∧  

This implies ( ) ( ) ( )nynxynxmn ∧∨∧=∧ ,,  and so n is super standard. □ 
Now we have a nice improvement of Theorem 4. 
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Theorem 5. Let n  be a modular element of a lattice L . The following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) n  is supper standard 
(ii)  nnn ynxmyx >=<><∩>< ),,(  for all ., Lyx ∈  

Proof: (i)=>(ii). Suppose n  is super standard. Then,  
],[],[ nynynxnxyx nn ∨∧∩∨∧=><∩><  

                          )]()(),()[( nynxnynx ∨∧∨∧∨∧=   

                          )](),()[( yxnnynx ∧∨∧∨∧= , as n  is super standard. 

                          nynxm >=< ),,(                                                                                                                     

(ii)=>(i) let for all Lyx ∈, , nnn ynxmyx >=<><∩>< ),,( .  

Then )],,(),,,([]()(),()[( ynxmnynxmnnynxnynx ∨∧=∨∧∨∧∨∧  and so  

)()(),,( nynxynxmn ∧∨∧=∧  

Moreover, ),,()()( ynxmnnynx ∨=∨∧∨  

                                             )()()( nynxyxn ∧∨∧∨∧∨=  

                                            )( yxn ∧∨=  which implies n  is distributive. Since n  is 
modular, so by Theorem 2, n  is standard. Thus by Theorem 4, n  is super standard.  □ 
 
Corollary 6. )(LPn  is a meet semi lattice if n  is a super standard element of .L  □ 

 
Corollary 7. If n is modular and )(LPn  is a meet semilattice then n is supper standard 

and hence n is standard. □ 
A meet semi lattice ( )≤;S  is called a near lattice if any two elements possessing a 
common upper bound have a supremum. Any finite meet semi lattice is a near lattice. 
 [ 6, Fig 1], gives an example of a meet semilattice which is not a near lattice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In },1:),1(),1,0(),0,1{(,2 RyyySR ∈>=  is a meet semilattice. )2,1(  is a common 

upper bound of both )0,1(  and )1,0( . But they don’t have the supremum as .)1,1( S∉  

(1,0) 

(0,1) 

(1,2) 

(1,1) 

(0,0) 
Figure 3: 
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Now we know from Corollary 6 that )(LPn  is a meet semilattice when n  is supper 

standard. But then )(LPn  need not be a near lattice.  In Figure-1,n  is supper standard. In 

)(LPn , .1, nnn ba >⊆<><><  But ).(}1,,{1 LPnaa nnn ∉=><∨><  Hence 

)(LPn  is not a near lattice. 

An element Ln ∈  is called neutral if  
(i) it is standard and 
(ii)  )()()( ynxnyxn ∧∨∧=∨∧  for all Lyx ∈, . 

If n  is neutral then clearly )]()()[(),,( nynxyxnynxmn ∧∨∧∨∧∧=∧  

)))()((()( nynxnnyx ∧∨∧∧∨∧∧= )()()( nynxnyx ∧∨∧∨∧∧=
)()( nynx ∧∨∧=  implies it is super standard. 

In figure 1, n  is super standard but )()()( bnananban ∧∨∧=>=∨∧  implies it 

is not neutral. By above theorem, )(LPn is a meet semi lattice when n  is super standard. 

But it is not necessarily a lattice even if n is neutral. For example consider 3 element 
chain }.1,,0{ n  That is, .10 ≤≤ n  Then the elements of )(LPn  are }{n , 

},0{0 nn =>< , },1{1 nn =><  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                                                            )(LPn  

                                                                           
 
 
which is not a lattice. 
An element Ln ∈  is called nearly neutral if  

(i) n  is standard and 
(ii)  For all Lyx ∈, , )()()]([ nyyxnyxn ∧∨∧=∧∨∧  

Of course every neutral element is nearly neutral. In figure 5, 
n  is nearly neutral, but )()(0)( bnannban ∧∨∧=>=∨∧  shows that n  is not 

neutral. Moreover, if n  is nearly neutral, then  
)]()()[(),,( nynxyxnynxmn ∧∨∧∨∧∧=∧  

                      )]))()((()[( nnynxyxn ∧∧∨∧∨∧∧=  

                      )()()( nynxyxn ∧∨∧∨∧∧=  

                      )()( nynx ∧∨∧=  implies n  is super standard. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: 

{n}  
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Theorem 8.  If n  is nearly neutral, then )(LPn  is a near lattice. 

Proof: We already know that )(LPn  is a meet semi lattice. Moreover, for Lyx ∈, ,  

 nnn ynxmyx >=<><∩>< ),,( .  

Now, let nnn tyx >⊆<><>< , . 

Then ntnxnxnt ∨≤∨≤∧≤∧  and ntnynynt ∨≤∨≤∧≤∧  
Thus, .ntnyxnyxnt ∨≤∨∨≤∧∧≤∧  

Now, .],[ nyxnyxyx nn ∨∨∧∧=><∨><   

Let, )())(( nyxnyxtr ∧∧∨∨∨∧=  

Then, )]())([( nyxnyxtnnr ∧∧∨∨∨∧∧=∧  

                    = )())(( nyxnyxtn ∧∧∨∨∨∧∧  as n  is a nearly neutral 

                    )()( nyxnt ∧∧∨∧=  
                    nyx ∧∧=  

Also, nnyxnyxtnr ∨∧∧∨∨∨∧=∨ )())((                 

                  nnyxt ∨∨∨∧= ))((  

                  )()( nyxnt ∨∨∧∨=   as n  is distributive  
                  nyx ∨∨=    

  Hence  ).(LPryx nnnn ∈>=<><∨><  

Therefore, )(LPn  is a near lattice. □ 

In Fig-5, the elements of )(LPn  are  

},,0{0},,,,0{},,{},{ ncnaanccn nnn =><=><=><
},1,,,{1},,,,0{ dcndnbb nn =><=><  

and  },{ ndd n =>< . The figure of )(LPn  is shown in figure 6. 

Figure  5: 
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b a 
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                                                                Pn (L)        Figure 6: 
 
which is a near lattice (in fact, a semi Boolean lattice) but not a lattice.  
We already know from [2] and [3] that if Ln ∈  is complemented in each interval 
containing it then )(LPn  is always a lattice and in fact, then ).()( LFLP nn =  

An element n  is called a central element if  
i) n  is neutral and  
ii)  It is complemented in each interval containing it. 

Now we call an element Ln ∈  as nearly central element if  
i) It is nearly neutral and 
ii)  It is complemented in each interval containing it. 

 
  In the following figure 7, n  is not central but it is nearly central. 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                      
 

<1>n 
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<d>n 
<0>n <c>n 
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Elements of )(LPn are 

},,,,0{,0},,,,0{,},{ dnbbcnaacn nnnn =><><=><><

nn tLdcn >=<=>< },1,,,{1 .  

 The figure of )(LPn  is given in Figure 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We conclude the paper with the following theorem. This also gives a characterization of 
super standard element. To prove this we need the following result which is due to [2] 
and [3]. 
 
Lemma 9. Suppose in a lattice L , Ln ∈  is complemented in each interval containing it. 

Then )()( LPLF nn =  and the map )[]()(: nnLP d
n ×→φ  defined by  

),()( nanaa n ∨∧=><φ  is an isomorphism. □ 

 
Theorem 10. Suppose in a lattice L , n  is complemented in each interval containing it. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent:  

(i) n  is super standard 
(ii)   For all ,, Lba ∈ nn ba >=<><  implies ba =  is an isomorphism. 

Proof: (i)=>(ii). Suppose (i) holds. Let nn ba >=<><  

],[],[ nbnbnana ∨∧=∨∧⇒  

], nbnanbna ∨=∨∧=∧⇒  

ba =⇒  as n  is standard. 

 (ii)=>(i) By Lemma 9, )(LPn  is a lattice. Now, )[]()(: nnLP d
n ×→φ  is an 

isomorphism, so φ  is a meet homomorphism. Then =><∩>< )( nn baφ  

<d>n 

<0>n 

<1>n 

<t>n 

<c>n 

<a>n 
<b>

<n> 

Figure 8: 
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)()( nn ba ><∧>< φφ . That is, =>< )),,(( nbnamφ ),(),( nbnbnana ∨∧∨∨∧  

That is  ))()(),()(()),,(),,,(( nbnanbnabnamnbnamn d ∨∧∨∧∧∧=∨∧  That is 

))()(),()(())()()(),,,(( nbnanbnanbnabanbnamn d ∨∧∨∧∧∧=∧∨∧∨∧∨∧
  That is. ))()(),()(())(),,,(( nbnanbnanbabnamn d ∨∧∨∧∧∧=∨∧∧ . This 

implies )()(),,( nbnabnamn ∧∧∧=∧  and ).()()( bnanban ∨∧∨=∧∨  Hence 

n  is distributive. Finally, let  .nbnaandnbna ∨=∨∧=∧  This implies  

],[],[ nbnbnana ∨∧=∨∧   That is nn ba >=<><  and so by (ii) ba = . Therefore 

by [8, Theorem 3] n  is standard. Since we have already proved that 
)()(),,( nbnabnamn ∧∨∧=∧  so n  is super standard.  □   
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